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An overview of online engineering degrees, online technology degrees and online counselling
degrees with their pros and cons, and the future prospects.

Almost half of the world has shifted to online. People who reside in adjacent rooms like to get
acquainted to each other through online more than talking to each other in person. Itâ€™s the same with
any other field. So why education must remain a field behind any other in this race of being online,
after all itâ€™s the world of web and internet. So, to match pace, even the degrees that were considered
to be undone without being practical are being taught online and have been successful. It would be
more pragmatic to include degrees like online engineering degrees, online technology degrees, and
online counselling degrees to include in this list.

All the three above mentioned degrees viz. online engineering degrees, online technology degrees,
and online counselling degrees are provided by online based legitimate schools like Apollo career
centre, Devry University, and Grand Canyon University and many more which provides the  online
education classes .  These degrees are very forgiving to students who have different constraints
and still want to pursue the courses and earn a degree. Students who have financial bondages, or
who cannot leave their homes to pursue a degree, or in other cases where the student doesnâ€™t have
enough grades to apply for a real time degree courses in such fields, this kind of degree is a boon
for them.

These web based degrees are very handy for students as well as they have opened a whole new
space of business as well as employment. Apart from these benefits, there is one more very
significant benefit that lingers to the online degrees. It is known that people remain deprived of
knowledge and the world unless they reach out to them. But it is not possible for everyone to show
the courage and come out to seek something. These online engineering degrees, online technology
degree and online counselling degrees can be thought of as very fulfilling in such areas, because
internet is a thing which can be made within the reach of a larger range of people. Governments
have been working on them. So this way it becomes easy for everyone to acquire even the
pragmatic knowledge and serve their communities.

As we can understand that  online education schools , open universities, online courses are also
absolutely flexible. In fact they provide more flexibility rather than that of the open universities at
some points. Yet there are some negative facts which have been acting as obstacles in flourishing
this kind of education. One very big shortcoming in such kind of education will be the lack of practice
which is very obvious owing to the fact that students would not have any exposure to the
equipments and labs to carry out experiments to understand the concepts pragmatically. This may
very well degrade the whole essence of being an engineer or a technical professional.

The counselling course practices however can be done in their homes and locality if the student is
truly interested in earning knowledge. Another short point is that because the concept is completely
new, people have not been able to grasp it completely and are still trying to digest it. Meanwhile, it
remains less reputed compared to the real time education system.
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